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L'Abbaye de Saint-Martial de Limoges. Far GHABLBS DE LASTBTBTJS.
(Paris: Picard. 1901.)

M. CHABLBS DE LASTEYBIE, who has an hereditary right to speak on the
history of the Limousin, has written the first monograph, composed ac-
cording to modern principles of scholarship, on the history of one of the
most famous of French abbeys. After an introduction on the sources the
author describes in succession the history of the abbey, its interior organisa-
tion, its temporalities, the archaeology of its buildings, and the eighty-four
priories dependent upon it To these are added important documents, copious
illustrations, full lists of its ancient dignitaries, and an exoellent index.
M. de Lasteyrie is no advocate of the ' apostolicity' of St. Martial, but
accepts the famous passage of Gregory of Tours which makes him one of
the seven bishops sent from Borne to evangelise the Gauls in the middle
of the third century. He shows very clearly how the legendary fame of
Bt. Martial caused the invention of two imaginary saints, St. Front of
P6rigueux and St. Amadour of Booamadour, with lives modelled on the
Limoges legend. He traces clearly the varying fortunes of the house of
Bt. Martial, its early beginnings as an establishment of canons, its
subjection to the Benedictine rule in the ninth century, its sale by the
viscount of Limoges to Cluny in 1068, its temporary prosperity, its decline
from the period of the Hundred Tears War, its conversion into a college
of seculars in 1585, and the unhonoured degradation of the eighteenth-
century canons, culminating in the suppression of 1791. The abundant
materials worked through by M. de Lasteyrie in the archives of the Haute-
Vienne at Limoges enable him to perform this useful task in a very full and
satisfactory manner. Not less important is the succeeding part, which
illustrates with great detail the machinery and organisation of a great
monastery, with its network of dependent estates controlled by widely
scattered priories. Though the abbey buildings were absolutely destroyed
more than a century ago, M. de Lasteyrie has been enabled from plans
and records to give us a full account of their archeology, demonstrating
that the church was a romanesque building of the same type as St.
Savin, on the Gartemps, which has fortunately been preserved for us.
But if the church and conventual buildings are gone, the greater part of
the library of Bt. Martial is still preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale,
owing to the rare and happy accident that the careless canons sold it to
Louis XV in 1780. M. de Lasteyrie's study of its contents ably enlarges
and supplements the well-known articles of M. Leopold Delisle on this
interesting example of a medieval library.

On the domestic and internal side of the history of St Martial's this
book seems very complete and definitive. But M. de Lasteyrie does not
always satisfy our curiosity in dealing with some of the wider problems
of his subject. For instance, he by no means dears up the exact relation
between St Martial and Cluny after 1068. It was not that of an
ordinary Cluniac priory to the mother house. St. Martial plainly
possessed more autonomy than was to be found, let us say, in the relations
of Lewes to Cluny. Her heads continued to be called abbots. Though the
document of sale in 1062 and a bull of Urban II, dated 1098—both
printed in the piiees juttificatwes—distinctly contemplate the appoint-
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ment—and if necessary the removal—of the abbot of Limoges by the
abbot of Cluny, M. de Lasteyrie gives evidence that, down to the
fifteenth century, the monks had the effective right of choosing freely their
abbot, and that they then yielded their privilege not to Olnnybat to pope
and king. Moreover we are told nothing of how the relations between
Gluny and St. Martial came to an end. Tet we find Paul Ill's boll of
suppression in 1686 treating St. Martial as an ordinary independent
Benedictine house, and Baying nothing about the rights of Cluny. On
all these points we might reasonably have expected information. Tet
there is no evidence that M. de Lasteyrie has even perceived the
problems.

We are told that the rich archives of St. Martial contain very little
illnstration of political history or of the dealings of the abbey with the
kings of France and England. The more local relations of the abbey
with the ' Castle of Limoges,' as the town was called which grew np
round it, are, however, abundantly shown, as are the relations of the
abbey with the viscounts of Limoges, with the consuls of the ' Castle,'
whose existence they were forced to recognise early in the thirteenth
century, and with the hostile bishops of the diocese and their dependents
the burgesses of the unprosperous ' Cite' of Limoges, that looked
enviously on the wealth and prosperity of the merchants and monks of
the ' Castle.' But it is perhaps well for M. de Lasteyrie that he was not
called upon to deal extensively with the wider aspects of political history,
since what he says contains a number of slips that suggest that he has-
not taken equal pains with this side of his field. We may ignore as
trivial many of his errors, such as the persistence with which he speaks
of Mr.' de Gray Birsoh,' or assumes that Benedictine monks lived in
' cells' like Carthusians. But he also says on p. 97 that Henry II of
Anjou was ' fils de Henri le Bel,' while on p. 105 he makes ' Eleonore
d'Aquitaine' marry 'Geoffrey PlantageneV On p. 129 he writes of
John's condemnation ' devant la Cour des Pairs' for the murder of
Arthur, regardless of the arguments of M. Bemont. On pp. 188 and
184 he states too broadly the effects of the treaty of Paris of 1269 as
it affected the Limousin, and speaks in conventional tones of the
• consequences desastrenses' of St. Louis's cessions, though M.
Gavrilovitch's treatise would have told him how little they really
meant. It was not the ' vicomtesse Marie' (p. 186), but her mother,
Margaret, who had dealings with Edward I in the years preceding and
succeeding his accession to the throne; and Edward, we may add, was
not' le roi Edouard' in 1270, and could have no personal responsibility
for tergiversations written in his name in January 1272. On p. 148
' Charles d'Aragon' means, of course, ' Charles d'Anjou,' and it is by no
means clear on p. 166 that the famous sack of Limoges by the Black
Prince in 1870 was a sack of the Citi and not of the Ville or Chdteau,
which, as a matter of fact, was already in Edward's hands. But all
these slips are quite trivial. In essentials M. de Lasteyrie is to be
congratulated on the care, knowledge, and method shown in his first
book. T. F. TOOT.
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